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Time and Tense

Human life is marked by time passing by.

Language has ways to express temporal reference 

window on human cognition.

Lexical means, words that:

refer to a time span (yesterday) 

refer to an event that took place in time(World War II), 

connect events in time (before, since).

Tense: grammatical expression of temporal reference.



Philosophers’ interest in time

Debates on temporal reference, temporal

reasoning and relation of time with truth, 

knowledge go back to ancient philosophers.

Aristotle: ‘There will be a sea battle tomorrow.’

Tense Logics: Prior (1957).

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/logic-temporal/

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/logic-temporal/


Linguists’ interest in time and tense

Grammar : present/past/future tense (deictic).

Reichenbach (1947): speech time (S), event 

time (E), reference time (R).

Interaction with aspect (non-deictic): ‘shape’ of 

situation referred to.

 Lexical aspect (state/event verbs)

 Grammatical aspect(perfective/imperfective, 

Progressive).



Computational linguists’ interest in time

Tenses are anaphoric ( pronouns): temporal

structure supports discourse coherence.

Large datasets: information extraction, text

comprehension, summarizing.

E.g. European Newsreader project: what

happened to whom, when and where?

http://www.newsreader-project.eu/


Cross-linguistic variation

Comrie (1985): all cultures have a conceptualization 

of time, not all languages have tense.  

Wo shuaiduan-le tui [Mandarin Chinese]

I     break.LE leg

‘I broke my leg.’ (still in plaster)

Wo shuaiduan-guo tui

I     break.GUO leg

‘I broke my leg.’ (once, fully healed now) 



Cross-linguistic variation

Philosophical questions: conceptualization of 

time and events, human cognition.

Linguistic questions: different grammars, 

language change. 

Computational questions: language-

dependent applications, machine 

translation, L2 tools.



Machine Translation of time: 

how hard can it be?

Loáciga (2017): translation of the English Simple Past/ 

Present Perfect into French. 

Eurparl dataset of >300.000 English verb phrases. 

About 50% of English Simple Past translated into French 

Passé Composé. Other verb forms found are: Imparfait, 

Passé Simple, Présent. 

About 60% of English Present Perfect translated into

French Passé Composé. Other tense forms found are: 

Présent, Subjonctif. 



Significant translation ambiguity

Purely statistical machine translation models

insufficient: default strategies do not take into

account context/meaning.

Native speakers perceive ‘wrong’ tense choice

in context as grammatical error.

Improve MT output by using annotation, e.g. 

narrativity (Meyer, Grisot, and Popescu-Belis

2013), boundedness (Loáciga 2017).



New linguistic questions..

Can we predict which features will be most 

successful (lexical/sentence-level/discourse-

level)?

Are the same annotation features relevant in 

all translation pairs? (cross-linguistic variation!)



Usage-based approach to linguistics

Can we use large data-sets to improve linguistic

theory?

That would place us in a better position to answer

questions about temporal reference.

Support for foundational research as well as 

applications.



Time in Translation: have PERFECT

Morpho-syntax: auxiliary (have/be) + participle.

Core of perfect meaning: past event + present state.

1) Mary has visited Paris.                [experiential perfect]

(her past visit to Paris is relevant now) 

2)  Mary has moved to Paris.          [resultative perfect]

(she currently lives in Paris)

3)  Mary has been living in Paris since 2010.
(she currently lives in Paris)       [continuative perfect]

4) Malcolm X has just been assassinated.
[‘hot news’ perfect]



Micro-variation: PERFECT, PRESENT

➢Linguistic theory claims: continuative PERFECT meaning

conveyed by PRESENT in Dutch, French.

a.Rien ne bouge. [PRESENT] [French]

b.Nothing has moved. [PERFECT] [English]

c.Niets beweegt. [PRESENT] [Dutch]

(No et moi,  Delphine de Vigan, 2007)

➢Manual research on literary translations confirms that

not all languages have a continuative PERFECT.



Micro-variation: PERFECT, PAST, PRESENT

➢Multilingual conversation data: subtitles of tv series.

a. In case you hadn’t noticed, we just got a  confession. [Eng]

b. Falls es ihnen entging, er hat gestanden. [German]

c. Si vous ne l’avez pas remarqué, on a des aveux.    [French]

➢ Result meaning not always conveyed by PERFECT: PAST

tense implies result, PRESENT tense implies preceding event.

➢ Manual research confirms that PERFECT use in Dutch,
German, French is neither a subset, nor a superset of
PERFECT use in English. Many-to-many mapping.



The PERFECT – the TinT approach

Semantic maps (Haspelmath 1997)

Enables us to see variation within and between 

languages.

translation corpora: same meaning, different forms

Language-specific distribution of meanings over forms.

No preconceptualized meanings, generate maps directly 

from the data. 

Goal: lexical+compositional+dynamic semantics of the 

PERFECT across languages.



PERFECT extraction

Extraction of PERFECTs from multilingual corpora (Europarl, 

Subtitle corpus, literary translations)

Word-level alignment of verb phrases in 5 languages (English, 

Dutch, German, French, Spanish).

Tense attribution for translations

Discard ‘other’ translations (nominalizations, ‘free’ translations)

Manual/automatic tagging (language-specific)

http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/


TimeAlign

Web application

Manual alignment of translations of PERFECTs.



Dissimilarity matrix and

multidimensional scaling

Create a dissimilarity matrix. Input to

Multidimensional scaling: creates a low-dimensional

representation of the data, while respecting

distances in the original high-dimensional space. 

Output is temporal map.

Methodology inspired by Wälchli & Cysouw (2012) 

(lexical variation) and data-driven dialectology

(phonetic variation, Nerbonne 2009).



Distance function: a pair of source and translations is 

maximally similar (d=0) if all tenses match up. 

d(1, 2) = 2/5, d(1, 3) = 2/5, d(2, 3) = 4/5

# German English French Spanish Dutch

1 Perfekt Present perfect
Passé

composé

Pretérito perfecto 

compuesto

Voltooid 

tegenwoordige tijd

2 Präterium Simple past
Passé

composé

Pretérito perfecto 

compuesto

Voltooid 

tegenwoordige tijd

3 Perfekt Present perfect Passé récent Pasado receinte
Voltooid 

tegenwoordige tijd



Classification of tense forms into 
PERFECT, PRESENT, PAST

DE EN ES FR NL

PERFECT 360 347 371 481 438

PRESENT 19 18 47 20 20

PAST 124 146 89 8 36

PLUPERFECT 4 1 3 2 18

other 5 - 2 1

Distribution of tense forms across languages in Europarl dataset



PERFECT map: German

PRESENTPERFECT

PAST



Filters



PERFECT map: French



PERFECT map: English (plot 1/2)



PERFECT map: English (plot 5/3)



PERFECT map: English



Europarl 5-tuple: PERFECT extracted from English, 

matched with translations in context



Temporal maps

We visualize the results of MDS on a temporal map.

We can choose which language to show.

We can click/unclick tenses to filter them.

We can hover over the map to visualize the tuples.

We can click on a tuple to recover the underlying

Europarl datapoint.

We use the tenses per language as labels; color

coding helps to see patterns.

Dimensions reveal competition between forms, cross-

linguistic variation.



Using the maps to test linguistic hypotheses

We can test hypotheses from the literature: 

 French language change – replacement of Passé 

Simple by Passé Composé).

Confirm that English/Spanish requires a PAST with a 

locating time adverbial, whereas German, Dutch, 

French tolerate a PERFECT in this configuration. 





Both English and Spanish should allow time adverbials 

that refer to ‘now’; confirmed in Europarl.



Subtle differences in what counts as ‘now’



Perfect meanings

‘Hot news’ PERFECT in English (McCawley 1971): 

reports a noteworthy event, something that just

happened and the listener has no knowledge of yet. 

Under debate in the literature whether this qualifies

as a separate meaning of the PERFECT, or whether this

is a recent PAST.

Use the Europarl dataset to answer the question: is 

‘hot news’ a dimension of the PERFECT or of the PAST?



Explore the range of ‘other’ verb forms besides

PAST/PRESENT/PERFECT



Hot news PERFECT + ‘just’ in English/German/Dutch; 

recent past in French/Spanish



Limits of the temporal maps

Not every language shows easily interpretable

clusters. 

We built a model of 5 dimensions, but we don’t

fully understand the role of the dimensions.

We can test hypotheses about known cross-

linguistic variation, but this quickly becomes

qualitative research on individual examples.



Beyond the original dataset

Intermediate conclusion: the Europarl dataset is too

complex: too many meaning distinctions, too many

variables, not enough datapoints.

Next step: zoom in on more homogeneous datasets.

Datasets that focus on one particular competition, e.g.

 PERFECT vs. PAST in narrative discourse (Camus dataset),

 PERFECT vs. PRESENT in continuative readings (Europarl

dataset of has been V-ing and its translations). 



PERFECT vs. PAST in narrative discourse

Starting point: French is losing perfective simple PAST

(Passé Simple), and the Passé Composé replaces it.

Lindstedt (2000): French Passé Composé is not a 

PERFECT anymore, but has become a PAST, because it

allows narrative use (story telling).

Löbner (2000): German also allows narrative PERFECT.

De Swart (2007): Dutch does not allow narrative

PERFECT. Schaden (2009): Spanish patterns like English. 

Dahl (2015): Swedish patterns like English.



How to translate the narrative Passé Composé?

A. Camus (1942). L’étranger: tells the story in an
alternation of Passé Composé and Imparfait.

Extract all the Passé Composés from the first three
chapters of L’étranger, and match them with
their German, Dutch, Spanish, English translations.

Dataset: tense forms used to move the storyline 
forward (‘and then and then’).

Build a temporal map of the translations of this
novel.



French source: all Passé Composé

PERFECTPAST



German translation: green cluster to the left



Dutch translation: green spreading rightward



Spanish translation



English translation: blue cluster to the right



Competition PAST and PERFECT

PAST PERFECT



Drawing the line between PERFECT and PAST

French German Dutch Spanish English

classical

PERFECT

narrationstate verbs boundedness extended

classical



German translation: green cluster to the left

state verbs



Cognitive state verbs: French/German

J’ai trouvé qu’en effet, de cette façon, elle serait punie. [Fr]

I agreed that that would punish her all right. [En]

Ich fand dass sie auf diese Weise tatsätzlich bestraft wäre. [De]

Je n’ai pas cru devoir lui refuser l’autorisation.                       [Fr]

I didn’t think I could refuse him permission.                            [En]

Ich dachte ich dürfte ihm die Erlaubnis nicht verwehren.    [De]



Dutch map

narration



Narration: German/Dutch

 Il a cacheté la lettre, et nous avons fini le vin. [Fr]

He put the letter in the envelope and we finished off the

wine. [En]

Er hat den Brief zugemacht, und wir haben den Wein

ausgetrunken. [De]

Hij plakte de brief dicht en wij dronken de rest van de 

wijn op. [Nl]



Spanish map

boundedness



Boundedness: Dutch/Spanish

Je crois que j'ai somnolé un peu. [Fr]

 I think I dozed off for a while. [En]

 Ik geloof dat ik een beetje heb gedoezeld. [Nl]

Creo que dormité un poco. [Es]



English map

classical

PERFECT

extended

classical



Extended classical PERFECT use: 

Spanish/English

Aujourd' hui , maman est morte. [Fr]

Mother died today. [En]

Hay, mamá ha muerto. [Es]

L’un m’a même crié: “On les a eus!” [Fr]

One of them even shouted to me, “We thrashed them.”

Uno gritó incluso : “Les hemos ganado.” [Es]



‘Classical’ Perfect

Je les voyais comme je n'ai jamais vu personne. [Fr]

 I saw them more clearly than I 've ever seen anyone. [En]

Maintenant il est trop grand pour moi et j'ai dû transporter 

dans ma chambre la table de la salle à manger. [Fr]

But now it 's too big for me and I’ve had to move the 

dining-room table into my bedroom. [En]

 Nishyama & Koenig (2010): reverse causality.



French  German  Dutch  Spanish  English

Grønn & von Stechow (2016): French Passé Composé = 

English Present Perfect + Simple Past. 

How to test this?

Add other verb forms from L’étranger to the competition.

Strategy: manually extract all verb forms from the 1st 

Chapter of L’étranger, match them with their translations, 

label the tense forms, and create a temporal map of the

entire temporal structure.



French map Camus (all)

Passé Composé – {Imparfait, Présent, Futur} – Plusqueparfait

fu
tu

r,
 p

ré
se

n
t,

 p
a

ss
é



Spanish map Camus (all)



German map Camus (all)



Dutch map of Camus (all)



English map Camus (all)



Generating PERFECTS in translation



Continuative English Present Perfect

 Il y a longtemps que vous êtes là? [Fr]

Have you been here long? [En]

Sind Sie schon lange hier? [De]

Hoe lang bent u al hier? [Nl]

Hace mucho tiempo que está usted aqui? [Es]



Work in progress..

More on our research programme on the website: 

http://timealign.pythonanywhere.com/

We are just getting started, so feedback is 

appreciated!

http://timealign.pythonanywhere.com/

